
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
 

Master Gardeners and Friends 

 

Barbara Arnold assisted Eileen Parker in preparing and presenting the feast for today’s event.  

She also assisted Judy Bechtel in gathering garden samples for display and enjoyment. 

 

Judy Bechtel gathered garden bounty from Master gardeners eager to show what a garden can 

produce.  She and Mai also assembled the binders you are taking home today 

 

Doug Eck was one of our internet researchers, sifting through hundreds of community gardening 

sites and trying to find the best mix of sites without too much information overload. 

 

Gloria Conlin was our researcher who specialized in landscaping.  She developed lists of Seed 

Companies, Regional Nurseries and many publications you will find beneficial.  

 

Elaine Parker gathered the information in the Garden Basics section of the binder and the CD.  

She also assisted with gathering pictures for the slide show and burned the CD’s. 

 

Eileen Parker was our hostess. She and her assistants planned, budgeted, shopped, cooked, 

presented, and served all our wonderful goodies today 

 

Terri Ward invited and recruited participants for today’s workshop.  She was the one who 

always volunteered to make phone calls and write memos. 

 

Many other Master Gardeners shared fresh produce from their gardens and baked goods, canned 

items and dried fruits and vegetables from harvests earlier in the year. 

 

Mai Yang was our liaison with Golden Valley Health Center and also assisted Judy in 

assembling the binders. 

 

David Doll, Farm Advisor, Merced County UCCE, was our connection to the UC and all the 

valuable publications.  He was also a significant part of quality control and helped us live within 

our budget. 

 

Jay Hebrand, Merced County UC Master Gardeners Chairperson, provided valuable feedback 

on several occasions.  

 

Cathy Marks, Amelia Lopez, and Larry Burrow in the Merced County UCCE office, thanks 

especially for the “last minute” things you accomplished for us. 

 

Thanks to all of you. 

Carole Farnsworth and Pat Mathews, Co-Chairs 

 


